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Why is Bass Reproduction from a Dipole Woofer in a Living Room Often Subjectively More Accurate Than from a Monopole Woofer?

There is anecdotal evidence that the 30 Hz to 200 Hz frequency range is reproduced with less masking by the room when dipole type woofers are used, than with standard closed box or vented woofers. Very few commercial loudspeakers employ dipole bass, but there is a number of  hobbyists who have built dipole woofers from plans such as in [1, 2] and who are enthusiastic about their sonic benefit. A search on the Internet for forum sites dealing with do-it-yourself loudspeaker design and dipole woofers can substantiate this observation. 

The dipole has a figure-of-eight polar response in free-space and is essentially a velocity source, whereas a monopole is omni-directional and a pressure source. Clearly, a dipole woofer excites room modes to a different degree when placed in the same location as a monopole. In general, the dipole couples strongly to room modes at locations of  high particle velocity, where the sound pressure is low, and when its free-space axis of radiation is aligned with the direction of mode propagation. Due to the directionality of a dipole source, it excites modes minimally that travel orthogonal to its main axis. Thus even for fixed dipole and monopole locations a dipole can potentially reproduce bass with less room participation.

Fewer modes are excited by a dipole [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9], but there is no agreement as to the perceptual consequences. Some authors argue that a smoother frequency response can be obtained by proper orientation and location of the dipole source [4, 7, 8], or that less energy is coupled into modes [6, 9] and that this leads to greater clarity of bass reproduction. By contrast other authors argue that the less uniform excitation of modes is detrimental [3, 5], because it increases irregularity of the low frequency response. 

Uniformity of the steady-state low frequency room response curve appears to be the generally accepted criterion for optimum bass reproduction. Many articles have been written about the optimum number and location of woofers for Home Theater installations and how to excite a maximum number of modes evenly. In all cases the target is a smooth looking low frequency response curve. Such relatively smooth response is still far from a flat response, because of the many underlying resonances. This approach leads to a large 'quantity' of bass with little irregularity, but it does not provide the highest 'quality' reproduction. Bass notes are slow to decay when energy has been stored in discrete room resonances, bass line articulation is lost, and the sound drones on. 

I have investigated possible reasons for the qualitative difference between monopole and dipole bass reproduction by in-situ measurements [6] and scale model experiments. I am convinced that the steady-state low frequency response is a poor indicator of the quality of bass reproduction, other than to point to the one or two modes that need to be equalized. The strongest correlation between measured data and subjective impression appears to come from a modulation-transfer-function measurement which is analyzed in the time domain.  For example, when a short length of a 100% amplitude modulated signal with a carrier to modulation frequency ratio of 10:1 is used as stimulus, then the room response reduces the depth of modulation and increases the burst duration for different frequencies and room locations. A pattern seems to appear whereby the modulation envelope is subjectively preserved more frequently with a dipole than a monopole. This correlates strongly with the impression that bass reproduced by a pair of dipole woofers is more articulate and thus more realistic of the recorded source.

As a hypothesis, consider that the combination of three effects might explain the bass clarity of  dipole woofers.  1. A dipole's directional polar response excites fewer room modes.  2. Its total radiated power is 4.8 dB less than that of a monopole for the same on-axis SPL. Thus the strength of the excited modes is less.  3. A 4.8 dB difference in SPL at low frequencies is quite significant, due to the bunching of the equal loudness contours at low frequencies, and is more equivalent to a 10 dB difference in loudness at 1 kHz. I would hope that further investigation into bass reproduction in small acoustic spaces will lead to deeper understanding of the physical and psychoacoustic parameters that determine the perceived sound quality.


Siegfried Linkwitz
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